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Coltan (short for columbite–tantalites and known industrially as tantalite) is a dull black
metallic ore, from which the elements niobium and tantalum are extracted. The
niobium-dominant mineral in coltan is columbite (after niobium's original American name
columbium), and the tantalum-dominant mineral is tantalite. Production and supply - Use and
demand - Ethics of mining in the.Coltan mining and ethics. Coltan is a metallic ore from
which the very similar elements niobium, also known as columbium, and tantalum are
extracted. Coltan mining specifically in the Democratic Republic of Congo has been
associated with human rights violations. General ethical issues - Mining and economic Specific ethical issues - Africa.Tags: Australia, Brazil, Canada, coltan, coltan mining, conflict
minerals, dodd frank act, donald trump, drc, gold, Investing, Investing News, investing news
network, Investment, medical equipment, Minerals, miners, mining, news, niobium, notes,
October, President, replacement, report, Reports, resource, sale.A highly controversial U.N.
Security Council report recently outlined the alleged exploitation of natural resources,
including coltan, from Congo by other countries .Coltan is short for Columbite-tantalite - a
black tar-like mineral found in major report on the Illegal Exploitation of Natural Resources in
the congo that "The.DRC resources include copper, diamonds, cobalt, petroleum, gold, silver,
zinc, and coltan. The exploitation of coltan, used in computer microchips, is relatively.The
multimillion dollar trade of the Congo s natural resources has provided the Once refined,
coltan becomes a heat resistant powder, metallic tantalum.Table 3 Major armed groups and
sources of mineral revenue,, DRC which is followed by an overview of coltan and tantalum
resources and.It's used by almost everybody in smart phones and consumer electronics, and
there is no simple way to keep conflict coltan out of the stream of.18 Feb - 5 min - Uploaded
by Misereor They are mining coltan, which is indispensable for the producti. there are no
militia groups.Buy Coltan (Resources) 1 by Michael Nest (ISBN: ) from Amazon's Book
Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.The contents of coltan includes
tantalum (Ta), a highly valued metal used to make Despite its abundant mineral resources, the
DRC is among the poorest.resources (e.g., diamonds in Sierra Leone). Control over the Coltan
ores in the eastern part of the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC).Blood Coltan exposes
the web of powerful interests protecting this blood trade. . in return the Congo will sell it's
resources for dirt cheap ensuring a windfall for.The hidden coltan mines in a forgotten corner
of the Democratic .. on the 'Illegal Exploitation of Natural Resources', blamed the sale of
coltan.Coltan comes from three sources: as a by-product of tin slag (20% of supply) – ' slag' is
the waste material that sits in dumps around historic tin.The report recommends an immediate
embargo on the importation of all natural resources, particularly coltan, originating from those
countries participating in.The article analyzes this issue using the lens of resource extraction
and specifically focuses on a specific mineral called Coltan that is mined in the Congo
area.Judging by the incapacitating impact of the epic triangle of warlords, black money and
resource abundance, media elsewhere exploited a pro-cyclical war of.This paper analyses the
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international trade dimension of coltan and gives Better regional governance in Central Africa
may comprise a resource fund and.Michael Nest's Coltan (Resources) PDF. By Michael Nest.
A decade in the past not anyone other than geologists had heard of tantalum or.Other
processors frantically sought new sources and found them in the vast untapped coltan reserves
of the war-torn DRC. “Thanks to economic networks that.One of the principal sources of
Coltan has been the DRC. Artisanal freelancers, known by the French word creuseurs, use
picks and shovels to.
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